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ABSTRACT
The World Wide Web's introduction, as well as the rapid adoption of social media platforms
(such as Facebook and Twitter), paved the way for unprecedented levels of knowledge
distribution in human history. Certain entities, however, take advantage of such platforms,
sometimes for monetary gain and sometimes for the purpose of promoting prejudiced
viewpoints, changing mindsets, and disseminating satire or ridiculousness. This phenomenon
is known as fake news. Because the spread of fake news can have serious consequences, such
as election rigging and widening political divides, developing methods to detect fake news
content is critical. A computerised classification system is used to classify a wide range of
things. Fake news is a term used to describe this occurrence. Given the serious consequences
of fake news, such as swaying elections and widening political divides, developing methods
for detecting fake news content is critical. It is difficult to automate the classification of a text
article as misinformation or disinformation. We suggest employing a machine learning
ensemble approach for automatic classification in this paper. Our research looks into various
textual properties such as word counts, term frequency, and inverse document frequency that
can be used to distinguish between fake and real content. We train a Passive-Aggressive
Classifier and evaluate its performance on real-world datasets using these properties. The
datasets will be used in part to train and part to test the classifiers. It is possible to determine
whether the news is fake or not by testing the different features of the datasets on the
classifier.

Keywords: Passive Aggressive Classifier, Tfidf Vectorizer, Confusion Matrix, Accuracy
Score.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, fake news is causing a variety of problems, ranging from sarcastic articles to
fabricated news and planned government propaganda in some outlets. Fake news and a lack
of trust in the media are growing issues in our society, with far-reaching consequences. A
purposefully misleading storey is obviously 'fake news,' but the blathering social media
discourse is changing its definition. Some of them now use the term "fake news" to dismiss
facts that contradict their preferred points of view. The significance of disinformation in
American political discourse has received considerable attention, particularly in the aftermath
of the American presidential election. The term "fake news" became common parlance for
the issue, specifically to describe factually incorrect and misleading articles published
primarily for the purpose of profiting from page views. The goal of this project is to develop
a model that can accurately predict the likelihood that a given article is fake news. Following
media attention, Facebook has been the target of much criticism. They have already
implemented a feature that flags fake news on the site when a user encounters it, and they
have publicly stated that they are working on distinguishing these articles in an automated
manner. It is undeniably not an easy task.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY
A literature survey or a literature review in a project report is that section which shows the
various analyses and research made in the field of your interest and the results already
published, taking into account the various parameters of the project and the extent of the
project. It is the most important part of your report as it gives you a direction in the area of
your research. It helps you set a goal for your analysis - thus giving you your problem
statement.
Machine learning algorithms for fraud detection have a huge body of research, with the
majority of it focusing on classifying online reviews and publicly available social media
posts.
The matter of determining 'fake news' has received a lot of attention in the literature,
especially since late 2016 during the American Presidential election. There are studies
underway in this field that employ algorithms such as the Hybrid Cloud method to detect
bogus news.
However, such algorithms are less accurate and need more storage. Humans are occasionally
used as input in this method. As a result, there is a large danger that data provided by a single
human would be inaccurate, reducing the accuracy of false news detection. As a result, an
algorithm with a higher efficiency than the existing algorithm is required.
Hybrid approach-based models require larger data sets to train the data, and because this
method does not always classify the data, there is a higher danger of matching with unrelated
data, affecting the news' accuracy.

2.1 EXISTING SYSTEM
There exists a large body of research on the topic of machine learning methods for deception
detection, most of it has been focusing on classifying online reviews and publicly available
social media posts. Particularly since late 2016 during the American Presidential election, the
question of determining 'fake news' has also been the subject of particular attention within the
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literature. There are projects which are being done in this domain which use algorithms such
as Hybrid Cloud approach to detect the fake news. But such algorithms have very less
accuracy and take more storage. This algorithm uses humans as input sometimes, so the risk
that the data given by a single human is very high which hinders the accuracy of the fake
news detection so an algorithm with a efficiency greater than the current algorithm is needed.
Hybrid approach-based models need larger data sets to train the data and this method also
does not sometimes classify the data so there is a higher risk of matching with the unrelated
data which in turn will affect the accuracy of the news.

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM
The proposed system is built based on the Tfidf Vectorizer which converts a collection of raw
documents into a matrix of TF-IDF features. Primarily, we take input in the form of a dataset
and then the dataset is handled using the model built. The next step is to extract the most
optimal features for the TF-IDF vectorizer, which is done by using an n-number of the most
commonly used words, primarily removing stop words such as "the," "when," and "there,"
and only using those words that appear at least a given number of times in a given test
dataset. Since this problem is a kind of text classification, implementing a Passive-Aggressive
Classifier will be best as this is standard for text-based processing. Finally, we are obtaining
the accuracy and printing the true and false positives and negatives using a confusion matrix.
A confusion matrix is nothing but a table used to describe the performance of a classification
model or classifier on a data set. We obtain the accuracy based on how well our classifiers are
working and the data set is the best fit for it. True and false positives and negatives are used
to calculate accuracy.
Accuracy = TP+TN / TP+FP+TN+FN

Fig.1. Architecture Diagram of the proposed system
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3.1 DATA PREPROCESSING
The following is the strategy of detecting political fake news during the model construction
process: The first stage is to acquire a political news dataset (the Liar dataset is used for the
model), perform preliminary noise removal, and then apply the NLTK (Natural Language
Toolkit) to perform POS and feature selection. After that, partition the dataset and use
machine learning methods (Nave Bays and Random Forest) to build the proposed classifier
model. The system response is used in conjunction with N.B. and Random Forest, and the
model is then constructed with the response message. After doing testing on a test dataset and
verifying the findings, the precision is monitored for approval. The model is then applied to
previously unseen data chosen by the user. The full dataset is constructed, with half of the
data being bogus and the other half being real articles, resulting in a 50% reset accuracy for
the model. A random selection of 80% of the data from the fake and actual datasets is made
to be utilised in our complete dataset, with the remaining 20% being used as a testing set once
our model is finished. Before applying a classifier to text data, we must clean noise by using
Stanford NLP (Natural language processing) for POS (Part of Speech) processing and
tokenization of words, and then encode the resulted data as integers and floating point values
to be accepted as an input to machine learning algorithms. The research used the python
scikit-learn package to do tokenization and feature extraction of text data, as this library
provides important utilities like Count Vectorizer and Tiff Vectorizer. The data is presented
in a graphical format with a confusion matrix.

DATA PREPROCESSING CODE:
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3.2 PURPOSE
As technology advances, individuals around the world are exposed to more digital news,
which adds to the spread of hoaxes and misinformation online. Fake news can be found on
social media and the Internet, among other places. Fake news, on the other hand, aims to
persuade the reader to trust false information. These articles are tough to comprehend.
Because the rate of manufacturing digital news is high and fast, running every second of
every day, the world would no longer respect truth if it were not possible to detect fake news.
Fake news makes it simpler to mislead people and propagate false information. These persons
that disseminate false information profit from the number of interactions on their articles.
These people who spread incorrect information profit from the number of people that interact
with their articles. False information is disseminated for a variety of reasons, including
obtaining political favour, promoting businesses and products, and exacting revenge. Humans
are gullible, and it can be difficult to tell the difference between fake and real news.. Due to
relationships and trust, most people are easily affected, particularly by the sharing of friends
and family. We have a tendency to build our emotions on news, which makes receiving it
easier when it is relevant and based on our own views. As a result, we settle for what we want
to hear and fall into these traps. Fake news, in essence, is based on false information that may
be transmitted via the Internet. Fake news can also refer to the dissemination of false
statements based on false information and the sensationalization of articles on social media.
We can detect bogus news in a variety of industries around the world, including politics,
education, and financial markets.

3.3 SCOPE
We offer an overview of false news identification and explore possible research areas in this
field. The following is a list of the study's main motivations: Here's a rundown of the study's
primary motivations: Fake news has been spreading on social media for years, yet no
universal definition of the word "fake news" exists. Appropriate clarifications are required to
properly guide the future paths of false news detection research. Social media has proven to
be a potent tool for spreading fake news. In social media, there are some emerging trends that
can be used to detect bogus news. A fundamental grasp of the state-of-the-art false news
detection methods can be gained by reviewing existing fake news detection approaches in
various social media settings. Fake news detection on social media is still in its infancy, and
there are still a slew of difficulties that need to be investigated further. It's critical to talk
about prospective research avenues for improving false news detection and mitigation. This
survey will cover two parts of the false news detection problem: characterization and
detection, in order to aid research in fake news detection on social media. The context of the
false news identification problem will be described first, utilising ideas and properties from
psychology and social studies, and then the detection methodologies will be shown. The
following is a list of our main contributions to this project: We go over the narrow and broad
definitions of fake news, which encompass the majority of existing definitions in the
literature, as well as the particular characteristics of fake news on social media and their
ramifications in comparison to traditional media. We provide an overview of existing false
news detection approaches, as well as a principled strategy for classifying representative
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methods into different categories; and we highlight numerous remaining difficulties and
future possibilities for fake news identification in social media.

3.4 IMPLEMENTATION
The initial stage in detecting fake news is to obtain the training data, which may be obtained
either from a file or from the internet. The words can be counted in two ways. The Fit and
Transform methods are two methods for transforming data. The fit technique assigns a unique
serial number to each and every word, whereas the transform approach counts the number of
times a certain word appears in the data set. Rather than applying these approaches
independently, we may combine them into a single method called fit transform, which saves
both space and time. To count the number of times a word appears, term frequency is
necessary, and inverse document frequency is utilised to assign weight to the words. It gives
the most significant words the most weight and the least important terms the least weight. So,
to save time and space in the detection, we combined both methods into a single function
called tf idf, which estimates the height of a certain word. The dataset has now been divided
into two parts: test and train. The train data is classified into groups of comparable entities
using a passive aggressive classifier. The test data does not match the train data group with
which it is being matched. As a result, it is possible to establish whether a piece of news is
fake or not.

RESULT ANALYSIS
PC/Laptop, RAM are the hardware requirements used in this work (minimum of 4GB).
Python Language, Jupyter Notebook (IDE), and Pandas, numpy, sklearn, and matplotlib are
the software requirements utilised in this paper.

DATASETS

Fig.2: True Dataset
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Fig.3: False Dataset

Fig.4: Merged Dataset
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Fig.5: Binary Converted Dataset

Fig.6: Layout of Confusion Matrix
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OUTPUT

Fig.7: Tested Output
RESULTANT CONFUSION MATRIX

Fig.8: Resultant confusion matrix
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CONCLUSION
Fake news is a dangerous problem that is spreading like wildfire as it becomes simpler for
information to reach the general public in numerous forms. We can manage and limit the
spread of such misinformation more rapidly and efficiently with machine learning than we
can with manual efforts. The purpose of this project is to study, synthesise, compare, and
assess current research on false news in depth. We may conclude that employing a Passive
Aggressive Classifier and a TF-IDF vectorizer is effective because this model achieved 92
percent accuracy.
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